Perceptual bistability with counterphase gratings.
Suprathreshold counterphase modulated gratings induce a bistable percept of drift or flicker. It is argued that these perceptual alternations might provide a new means for the investigation of directional selective mechanisms. The prevalance of either of the two perceptions has been studied as a function of the spatio-temporal characteristics of the stimulus and compared with: (1) the spatio-temporal contrast sensitivity surface for counterphase modulated gratings; (2) the motion/counterphase sensitivity ratio. Drift perception elicited by suprathreshold counterphase gratings attains a maximum for 8 c/deg, 12 Hz stimuli and decreases for any other experimental condition. For spatial frequencies below 1 c/deg, or temporal frequencies below 2 Hz, only flicker perception is reported. These phenomenal experiences do not show any systematic dependence on the involuntary eye movements of the observer. Comparison with the threshold measurements does not support their explanation in terms of the transient-sustained dichotomy, nor does it allow for a straightforward equivalance between the spatio-temporal characteristics of direction-selective mechanisms at threshold and at suprathreshold levels. It is suggested that the balance between flicker and motion is the perceptual outcome of the competition between lower and higher order motion detectors.